The manipulation of objects with state which changes over time is all-pervasive in computing. Perhaps the simplest example of such objects are the program variables of classical imperative languages. An important strand of work within the study of such languages, pioneered by John Reynolds, focusses on \Idealized Algol", an elegant synthesis of imperative and functional features.
Introduction
Our starting point is the elegant synthesis of functional and imperative programming due to John Reynolds 16] . His approach is to take an applied simply-typed -calculus in which, by suitable choices of the base types and constants, imperative features can be represented. The resulting language is referred to as Idealized Algol (IA for short).
The language is in fact parametrized by the choice of basic data types and operations on them. In Reynolds' approach, a sharp distinction is drawn between these basic data types|which can be regarded as discrete sets|and the phrase types of the programming language. For each basic data type = set X, there will be two basic phrase types of the language:
exp X]|the type of expressions which yield values in the set X.
var X]|the type of (assignable) program variables which can contain values from the set X.
In addition, there is a basic type com of commands. Reynolds makes a sharp distinction between expressions, which he does not allow to have side-e ects, and commands, which are executed precisely to have side-e ects. We shall relax this distinction, and can consequently identify com with exp 1] where 1 is a one-point set|the \unit" type.
The syntax of basic types is then B ::= exp X] j var X] j com:
The general types are de ned by T ::= B j T ) T:
The constants of the language will be as follows:
Recursion combinators Y T : (T ) T) ) T for each type T. 3 The Functional/Imperative Boundary At this point, the reader should be experiencing a sense of vertigo, or at least puzzlement. We have provided a notion of model for Idealized Algol which is only the mildest extension of the usual notion of model for PCF, and yet which appears to account for all the imperative features of the language, without introducing states or any other device for explicitly modelling assignable variables! What is going on?
The answer is indeed a very interesting consequence of Reynolds' analysis of imperative languages, although it is one which, as far as we are aware, he has not himself explicitly drawn. Firstly, note that a more precise statement is that the notion of model we have developed to this point accounts for everything in Idealized Algol except the new constants, i.e. block structure. We refer to the sub-language obtained by omitting the new constants as IA ? fnewg. We can now formulate the following thesis:
IA ? fnewg is a pure functional language.
At rst sight, this seems nonsensical, since the usual \basic imperative language" 19], which does not include block structure, can be represented in IA ? fnewg, as shown in Section 1. However, recall that the process of translating an imperative language into IA forced us to be more explicit about free 6 and bound variables. The \basic imperative language" of the textbooks actually relies on an implicit convention by which the program variables, which are all global, are bound (and possibly initialized) at the top level. We claim that it is only when identi ers of type var X] are bound to actual \storage cell objects"|which is exactly what the new constants do|that real imperative behaviour arises. Of course, to substantiate this claim, we must show, not only that our simple speci cation of a \functional model" for IA ? fnewg su ces to interpret the syntax, but that actual models so arising do faithfully re ect the concepts in the language, and capture the operational behaviour of programs. We can in fact do this in a very strong sense. As we shall see in Section 6, the categories of games used to give the rst syntax-independent constructions of fully abstract models for PCF 2,6], when used to give models for IA ? fnewg in the way we have described, again yield fully abstract models. Moreover, the proof of full abstraction is a very easy extension of that for PCF, and can be given at the axiomatic level introduced in 1]. This latter point means that any model of the axioms in 1] yields a fully abstract model of IA ? fnewg.
Firstly, however, we shall turn to the question of modelling the new constants. 4 The semantics of new Our previous discussion has located the functional/imperative boundary, the point at which genuinely \stateful" behaviour arises, in the semantics of the new constant. What are the key features of this construct?
Locality The \object" created by a local declaration new x in C must be \private" to C. This causes problems for traditional models based on representing the state in a global, monolithic fashion by a mapping from \locations" to values. The functor-category approaches 12,18] address this problem by replacing the global state by a functor varying over \stages".
Irreversibility When a variable is updated, the previous value is lost. Again, models based on representing states as functions nd it hard to account for this feature. For good discussions of this point see 11, 14] .
Sharing Multiple occurrences of a variable in a functional program refer, conceptually at least, to di erent \copies" of the same, unchanging value (\referential transparency"); this implies that the temporal order in which these occurrences are dereferenced makes no di erence to the outcome. By contrast, multiple references to an assignable variable refer to di erent timeslots in the life of a single underlying object with state which changes over time; this is sharing rather than copying. How can we capture these features? The point of view we wish to adopt is one we have already hinted at, and indeed appears in a signi cant line of previous work 9, 10, 14] . We want to understand new x in C as binding the free identi er x of type var X] to an \object" or \process" which gives the behaviour of a storage cell. The behaviour of new x in C then arises from the interaction between C and this cell, which is \internalized", i.e. hidden from the environment. Such an account immediately addresses two of the key features of new noted above:
Locality is addressed, since the interaction between C and the storage cell process is hidden from the environment. Irreversibility is addressed, since the state of the storage cell will change as C interacts with it.
How can we formalize this idea in our current framework? A rst attempt is to consider introducing a constant cell X : 1 ?! var X] such that, if f : var X] ?! A, new(f ) is given by the composition
The idea is that cell X gives the \behaviour" of our storage cell process. However, recalling that
var X] = com X exp X] this is clearly hopeless, since a constant of this type, which in particular will supply a constant value every time we read from the variable, is clearly just what we don't want!|We need to take account of the changing state of the variable.
At this point we produce our deus ex machina: Linear Logic! Up to this point, we have been working exclusively with intuitionistic types; since everything except new was essentially functional, this was all we needed, at least to get a model. But now we need a loop-hole to get some access to the dynamics, and Linear Logic provides such a loop-hole. Suppose then that our cartesian closed category C arises as C = K ! (L), the co-Kleisli category of a Linear category L with respect to the ! comonad 4, 17] . The intuitionistic function types we have been using get their standard decompositions into the Linear types:
In particular, we see that the type of new A is: But the promotion will behave \uniformly" in each copy of var X], whereas we clearly need behaviour which is history-sensitive, and depends on the previous history of accesses to other \copies" (which are really the previous time slots of the single shared underlying object with state). Thus the cell morphism we require will not be of the form cell y 0 for any cell 0 : I ! var X].
Provided that we can de ne a suitable morphism cell X : I ?! !var X] which does capture the behaviour of a storage cell object, then we have completed our semantics of Idealized Algol. In Section 7 we shall see that this can indeed be done for a suitable category of games, and by this means we will obtain the rst fully abstract model of Idealized Algol. The point to be emphasized here is how small an increment from the modelling of PCF is required to capture Idealized Algol, provided a su cient 9
handle on the dynamics is present in our semantics in order to de ne the cell morphism. The key feature of game semantics is that the dynamics is already there. How is sharing represented in this approach? Firstly, the multiple references to a variable are interpreted using the cocommutative comonoid structure of !var X], i.e. the contraction rule, so that the interpretation of a block new x in C looks like:
The contraction merges the accesses to the variable x arising from the various occurrences of it in C into a single \event stream". The task of the cell morphism is to impose the appropriate causality on this event stream, so that in particular a read will return the last value written.
In this extended abstract, we will only outline the contents of the remaining sections of the full paper, which will esh out the technical details of our approach.
Games
We describe a number of categories of games: linear categories G and G inn , and cartesian closed categories C and C inn . G inn and C inn are the categories of games and innocent strategies introduced in 7, 8] . They are subcategories of G and C respectively, which arise by dropping the innocence constraint on strategies; we say that non-innocent strategies are knowing for emphasis and contrast.
The representation of basic data types in G inn as at games is described, and the interpretation of the basic types and constants of IA ? fnewg in G inn according to the general scheme of Section 2 is spelled out.
IA ? fnewg
The following result is proved. The proof is a straightforward extension of that in 1], and yields a normal form for IA ? fnewg extending the evaluation trees of 2].
Modelling new
The interpretation of cell X : I ?! !var X] as a non-innocent strategy in G is speci ed, and also \initialized cells" cell X;x 0 for each x 0 2 X. Since the denotations of all terms in IA ? fnewg are innocent strategies, this raises the question of which sub-category of G is generated by G inn +fcellg. The answer is provided by the following result. 
Computational Adequacy
The operational semantics of Idealized Algol is de ned, and computational adequacy is proved.
